Help employees take their
office where work takes them.

Solution brief

Verizon Mobile Office helps mobile and remote workers get all of
their work done simply and efficiently on their mobile devices.

There’s a major shift to mobile and remote work becoming
the new normal in business today. And employees want a
seamless communication and collaboration experience on
a mobile device like they have on a desktop or laptop PC.

Improve workforce mobility and agility while reducing
complexity.
Verizon reimagined the office experience with Mobile Office.
The solution makes mobile and remote working simple and
cost-effective by enabling employees to use collaborative
cloud-based services, with their mobile device and accessories
providing a primary communication tool. The result is improved
communication and collaboration—right from an employee’s
mobile device.
The Mobile Office workforce productivity platform combines
Verizon One Talk, a mobile unified communications solution,
with team collaboration solutions—BlueJeans Meetings and
Google® G Suite.® All of this and the latest mobile devices
and accessories in one solution, to transform the mobile
employee experience.

Typically, employees use desk phones in the office, then they
have their calls forwarded to their mobile device when on the go.
They also carry laptops or tablets but can still be challenged to
streamline communications and collaboration.
Now with Mobile Office, employees have access to more than
50 One Talk communication features combined with BlueJeans
Meetings and G Suite on their mobile device to easily improve
how they communicate and collaborate. This way, the solution
eliminates the need for a laptop, a desk phone and conference
room equipment.

An IDC study reports that 25% of employees use
a mobile phone as their primary device for business
communications 75% to 100% of the time.2

Create a collaborative mobile experience.
Mobile Office helps employees take advantage of leading
productivity and collaboration applications to work better
together and boost efficiency.

Verizon Mobile Office features leading mobile
communication and workforce collaboration
solutions combined with mobile devices and
accessories, including:
• One Talk
• BlueJeans Meetings
• Google G Suite
• Most Samsung® 4G and 5G mobile devices1
• Samsung DeX® docking station
• Bluetooth® keyboard and mouse
• Monitor with HDMI capability

One Talk
Provides employees with one number that can be shared with
multiple compatible mobile devices, reducing missed calls and
helping workers stay reachable while on the move. PBX-like
features, including voice calling, automated receptionist and
6-way calling, are available as a mobile-first option.
BlueJeans Meetings
Delivers HD-quality audio, video and web conferencing using
compatible mobile devices and supported browsers. Mobile
and remote workers can instantly collaborate with up to
75 people through high-quality video conferencing. With
BlueJeans added to a One Talk–enabled mobile device, both
solutions work together to drive improved communications and
collaboration.
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Google G Suite
Offers Gmail,® Hangouts,™ Google Calendar,™ Google Drive,™
Google Slides,™ Google Docs,™ Google Sheets™ and more mobile
apps in one package. G Suite helps mobile and remote
employees quickly reach out to colleagues, store files and
find what they need to work collaboratively. It also makes it
possible to manage users and devices and to share data
securely and easily.

Mobile Office combines essential communication technologies,
making it easier to bring people, data and applications together
and stay productive in or away from the office. And using the
high throughput of Verizon 4G LTE and 5G connectivity, Mobile
Office allows employees to collaborate productively without
being tied to a LAN, WAN or public Wi-Fi. Plus, data stays safe.
Files and confidential business information can be stored
securely in the cloud instead of on employee mobile devices.

Mobile Office accessories
Connect your employees’ compatible mobile devices to a
monitor with HDMI capability using the Samsung DeX docking
station. Plus, employees can use a Bluetooth keyboard and
mouse, making it easier to get all of their work done from
their mobile device.

Why you can rely on Verizon

Bring desktop capabilities to mobile devices.
With employees connecting from different locations, business
leaders must enable them to work reliably, cost-effectively and
productively in a variety of environments. Mobile Office provides
the versatility to do this. A One Talk–enabled mobile device easily
connects with collaboration applications, allowing employees
to set up conferences with up to 75 people and create, edit and
share documents.
Mobile and remote employees can do work they typically do on
a laptop using their mobile device—easily and securely. They’ll
have the similar user experience and functionality they have
on browser and desktop applications but with the added benefits
of staying mobile and using less office equipment.

Untether employees from traditional ways of working and
transform their mobile experience with Mobile Office running
on the Verizon 4G LTE and 5G Ultra Wideband networks. It’s
a true mobile-first solution for businesses with growing mobile
workforces. And with America’s most reliable network,3 your
critical mobile voice, data and video communications can help
employees stay productive and collaborative on the go.

Learn more:
To find out more about how Mobile Office can help you drive
mobile productivity across your organization, contact your
Verizon Account Representative, call us at 1.877.297.7816
or visit https://enterprise.verizon.com/support/sales/
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